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 Clinical background

 Clinical Standpoint

 Behavioral challenges

 Your questions



Clinical vs Etiologic diagnosis

 Autism spectrum disorder(ASD)

 Neurodevelopmental disorder

 Encompasses a wide range of clinical presentations

 Strong but complex genetic component

 The novo mutations
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Behavioral Understanding and Approaches

 Truly understanding the reason for the behaviors

 Viewing all “behavior as communication” 

 Increased attention to triggers

 Gather information about the child’s behavior and the reasons it may be 

occurring. 

 A positive behavioral approach include the following:  

 Promotes communication/social/emotional development

 Supports appropriate behavior by teaching new skills  

 Modifies the environment to prevent the behavior 

 Puts prevention strategies in place before new behaviors occur



Behavioral Understanding and Approaches

 STEP 1: Understand your child

 What does he likes or doesn’t like, what are his interests

 How does he communicates, what does he understand

 What is he able to do regarding to his developmental level

 How does he process sensory information

 Etc. 

 STEP 2:  Identify what causes the behaviour

 Is it because he can’t communicate?

 Is it because he’s not able to do something?

 Is he reacting to a new situation? A transition?

 Is he seeking for a reaction?

 Is he reacting to a stimulus in his environment? 
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Behavioral Understanding and Approaches

 STEP 3: Decid if this is something you can let go or need to adress, choose

your battles

 STEP 4: Help him better understand what is asked of him (langage, gestures, 

images)

 STEP 5: Find more appropriate way to express his need or his emotion
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Future avenue

 Development of biomarkers 

 Phenotype stratification 

 Individualized and specific treatments
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